
Quick and spectacular, a small taste of big exposure. This miniature scramble 
is nestled amongst the maze of rocky spurs and scree-filled gullies that litter 
the huge Braich Ty Du face of Pen yr Ole Wen. Despite its short length and 
low altitude, this ridge maxes out on excitement and provides surprisingly 
revealing views into the northern and eastern cwms of the Glyders. Views so 
expansive, they would normally belong to much higher vantage points.

Approach From the visitors centre at Ogwen Cottage, or any of the other 
nearby parking areas in the Ogwen Valley, walk along the road to the bridge 
spanning the waterfalls on the river emerging from Llyn Ogwen. Cross the Alf 
Embleton stile on the north side of the river, turn immediately left and follow 
the rough path up to a grassy shoulder.

Sitting just off the top of the shoulder are three unusual, circular stone-built 
pens, without entrances. Looking down the Nant Ffrancon valley the petite 
Pinnacle Ridge, topped by its two distinctive pinnacles, is now clearly visible 
on the hillside to your right.

From the circular pens, follow a good track northeast that contours the 
hillside staying approximately 30m above the road. Stop after 350m, where 
the track passes beneath a rocky spur that extends low down the hillside - at 
its bottom is an almost flat-faced buttress with a band of small roofs at half 
height. If you arrive at a rock-fall barrier fence you’ve gone 50m too far.

Head straight up the heathery hillside, turning the flat-faced buttress on its 
right. A steep scree path soon materialises, which runs up the right-hand side 
of the spur into a heather and debris filled couloir. A few minutes of steep 
walking brings you to an old stone wall that spans the couloir and lies directly 
underneath Pinnacle Ridge (above on your left).
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